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We previously developed GNINA1-3, a deep learning framework for molecular docking that uses a three-
dimensional grid-based atom density representation of protein-ligand complexes as input(3DCNN).
Here we extend this work to de novo drug design by training models that output this atomic density
representation. We utilize deep generative models, such as variational autoencoders(VAE) and generative
adversarial networks(GANs) to learn a latent space of 3D molecular conformations. We can sample novel
molecular geometries from this latent space.
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Abstract

Methods

Represent atoms as continuous Gaussians
● 24x24x24Å grid with 0.5 Å resolution
● 16 receptor atom type channels
● 19 ligand atom type channels
● Randomly rotate/translate

l We confirmed proof of concept on molecular generation based on 3DCNN.
l We succeeded in generating 3D molecules directly both around the target ones (posterior distribution) 

and based on random noise(prior distribution).
l There is room to improve the method of atom fitting and bond adding. The use of  even larger data set 

is strongly desirable to generate a variety of molecules.

Conclusion

Fitting constraint # of valid molecules Valid samples Reproduced molecules

w* 100/100 6,684/10,000 52/100

w/o 100/100 5,135/10.000 5/100

Fitting constraint Sampling # of valid molecules Valid samples 

w/o Around a target molecule 100/100 4,052/10,000

w/o Random 100/100 4,922/10,000

ØAutoencoder

ØVariational Autoencoder

Purpose

Around a target molecule(3 samples per each mol) Random

mol_1 mol_2 mol_3 mol_1,2,3 mol_4,5,6

Generation of  3D molecules using 3DCNN and confirmation of“proof of concept”

• Molecules similar to the target molecule were successfully generated

• Relatively small molecules are generated (especially in random case)
• The use of larger data set is considered to leads to highly diverse molecules

Reconst
ruction

Fitting with constraint Fitting w/o constraint

mol_1 mol_2 mol_1 mol_2

good*

bad*

Ø 3D grid molecular representation 

1)Atom fitting

Convert generated continuous density to discrete atoms 

Ø Test scheme

* Atom types information of true ligand is given 

• We succeeded in reproducing 3D molecules using 3DCNN,                                                 

although it’s a challenging task to reproduce molecules without any assumptions
• Improvement of fitting is desirable to reproduce molecules without any assumptions

rigid body alignment
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1. Larger dataset for acquiring more diverse molecules

2. Improvement of  “Density to Structure” 
3. Wasserstein GANs

4. Application to protein-ligand systems
- binding pocket is also taken into account by GANs

Future work
<preliminary result>

Ø GANｓ and Structure generation 

https://gnina.github.io/libmolgrid/
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Data set
PDBbind refined set

● 3,765 protein-ligand complexes

Redocking with Autodock Vina
● Only use poses with RMSD < 2Å from            

crystal structure
● 8,648 poses in total (~2.3 per target)

Clustered cross-validation

● Cluster targets by protein sequence and ligand fingerprint 
similarity 

● Hold out ⅓ of clusters as test set

Independent test set

● 100 compounds were randomly selected from commercial 
database(Molport)

● Conformers were generated using RDKit

Batch size : 25
Number of G/D iterations : 2
Latent space : 1024 
Loss : L2  + GAN + KLDiv

density
(true ligand)

density 
(generated mol) 

L2 loss

Training

PDBid : 5u98
pink : true ligand
green : generated molecule

(b) Distribution of the number 
of atoms in true ligands and 
valid generated molecules in 
the case of atom fitting without 
constraint

1)Around a target molecule

100 mols

Sample 100 times
Random rotation

10,000samples

Validity check

Valid 
molecules/samples

2)Random(only for VAE)

noise

10,000samples

Validity check

Valid 
molecules/samples

Sample 
10,000 times 

1. Recognized by 
RDKit/Open Babel
-multiple fragment         
-valence 
-force field

2. Minimization(UFF)

Validity check

-Find a set of atoms a* that minimizes the squared 
error between a target density d and the density 
produced by the set of atoms D(a)

-Some conditions such as atom types and the number 
of them can be imposed

Algorithm(Density to Structure)

2)Bond adding

(a)

(a)Distribution of the number of atoms in true ligands and valid generated molecules 
(b)Distribution of Tanimoto similarity using RDKit FP between a target molecule and generated one.
(c)QED (Quantitative Estimate of Drug-likeness) for test molecules and valid generated ones

pink : true ligand  green : generated molecule

(c)

(a)Hitstogram about 
RMSD between fit 
atoms for a true density 
and a generated one in 
the case of atom fitting 

with atom types 
constraint

(b)

(a)

Aromatic carbon
- hydrophobic

Nitorgen acceptor

Aliphatic carbon
- hydrophobic

␡␡␡

Fit densityGenerated density Fit atoms

Atomic Density

(0.45, 0.80, 0.25)

(0.39, 0.80, 0.51)

(0.37, 0.80, 0.34)

(0.40, 0.82, 0.74)

(0.43, 0.82, 0.48)

(0.33, 0.82, 0.52)

(0.31, 0.56, 0.87)

(0.35, 0.56, 0.44)

(0.27, 0.56, 0.78)

values in parentheses represent similarity, QED of a target molecule, and QED of a generated one, respectively  

rigid body alignmentpink : true ligand  green : generated molecule

(b)

1. Recognized by RDKit/Open Babel
2. Modify bond information based on 

distance between fragments,     
valence and aromaticity

3. Minimization(UFF)

(Å)

frg1

frg2

frg3

Connect fragments,                                                                

taking distance and valence into account

channel information

(atom type)


